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L eonard Nelson (1912 - 1993)
Leonard Nelson, leader of the Philadelphia School of Art, was born
Leonard Louis Nelson in Camden, New Jersey on March 5, 1912 to
Anna (nee Bryen) and Morris Nelson. Nelson’s father owned several local
businesses and provided a comfortable lifestyle for his family, but tragedy
struck in 1928 when both Nelson’s parents died in their early 40s (his
mother from unexplained causes, his father from a heart attack). Nelson
was then 16 years old. He and his two sisters lived on trust funds until the
stock-market crash of 1929 left them completely destitute.
In the autumn of 1936, lacking both a portfolio and formal art instruction,
Nelson won a scholarship to the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts
in Philadelphia. Nelson so impressed the school with his work that he
was awarded the Cresson Traveling Fellowship in 1939.
After six weeks of touring both Eastern and Western Europe,
Nelson returned to Philadelphia for another year of study at
the Academy, earning his certificate in 1939. He took classes
at the Barnes Foundation in Merion, Pennsylvania from 1939
to 1941 and became friendly with Dr. Barnes and the British
philosopher and mathematician Bertrand Russell. In 1942, Nelson was
drafted into the Army and became a Private in the Medical Detachment
at Fort Eustis, Virginia. During Nelson’s time in the service, he designed
murals and humorous drawings for the hospital to which he was assigned,
as well as for the Works Progress Administration.
After his Honorable Discharge from the Army on September 15, 1943,
Nelson focused all his attention on his art, holding shows and participating
in exhibitions in Philadelphia and New York City. The influences of
Native American art and the Native American-inspired murals of Rufino
Tamayo and Diego Rivera can be seen in his work from this period.
By the mid 1940s, Nelson made two important contacts who would
assure his ascendancy in the ascent New York School: the art dealers
Peggy Guggenheim and Betty Parsons. He began to exhibit in the New
York galleries, in particular, Parsons’ gallery, and his work reflected the
Abstract Expressionist style made famous by this school. Nelson counted
among his contemporaries at this time Jackson Pollock, Lee Krasner,
Willem de Kooning, Adolph Gottlieb, and many others from the New
York School.

The late 1940s and early 1950s took Nelson in a new direction. He began
to teach art, most notably at the Moore College of Art in Philadelphia,
where his Abstract Expressionist works metamorphosed into a new style
that was all his own. This style was a combination of gestural Abstract
Expressionism, Colorfield, and landscape art. It would go on to become
his signature style, but to his dismay, the New York art world disavowed
it. Nelson was told that in order to remain a heavyweight in the New York
scene, he would have to adhere to the Abstract Expressionist style that
had brought him to prominence in the first place. Feeling that New York
was impeding the direction he was taking his work, Nelson immediately
relocated to Philadelphia, where he would reside for the remainder of his
life. This quieter art scene allowed him to work unfettered and unjudged.
Nelson was aware that his relocation could isolate him into obscurity, yet
he was willing to take the chance in order that his new style would thrive.
Nelson spent his time in the 1950s and 1960s teaching at Moore,
traveling, painting, and exhibiting. It was during the 50s and
60s that he perfected his vision of landscape Colorfield that is
the earliest representation of the Philadelphia School of Art.
In 1963, he married Alma Neas, a former Moore student.
Although New York had rejected Nelson’s new style, his aesthetic
began to influence Philadelphia painters such as Warren Rohrer, Murray
Dessner, and Stephen Estock, all of whom incorporated Nelson’s
tonal, atmospheric, and perceptual qualities suggesting landscape –
the hallmarks of the Philadelphia School of Art. Moore College of
Art and select Philadelphia galleries regularly exhibited Nelson, with
Moore hosting his retrospective in 1977. In 1985, he and Alma moved
to their permanent home in Berwyn, Pennsylvania, a Main Line town
on the outskirts of Philadelphia. Nelson’s luminous canvases of the
1970s and 1980s were described by art historian Sam Hunter in his 2001
text Leonard Nelson: A Life in Art, as “pathbreaking.” Hunter believed
that Nelson’s name should be mentioned on par with Colorfield
artists Kenneth Noland, Jules Olitski, and Helen Frankenthaler, and
he ranked Nelson as one of Philadelphia’s most important painters.
Leonard Nelson died on November 23, 1993 but posthumously has
become recognized for his originating the Philadelphia School of Art.
- Brent Byrne

1950s
In the 1950s, after relocating to Philadelphia from New York, Nelson was on a full teaching
schedule at the Moore College of Art. Philadelphia provided a supportive environment from
students and an international circle of progressive, open-minded visual artists. During this time,
Nelson’s talent was further established with inclusion in prestigious exhibitions, critical acclaim by
the press, and praise for his effective teaching and art lectures.
These pivotal early canvases marked the preeminent style of Nelson’s maturity. His prints exhibited
in the George Binet Gallery show Modern American Color Etchings, and his paintings hung with
contemporary abstraction masters at the Palumbo-Rothfeld Gallery, the Pennsylvania Academy of
Fine Arts, and at The Print Club. Participation in Projects for Creative Teaching forum at the Museum
of Modern Art’s Eight Annual Conference drew considerable public notice and praise for his
creative and unorthodox academic teachings. Additionally, Nelson continued to view important
exhibitions in New York, keeping himself educated on the avant-garde activities and maturation
of his abstract painting contemporaries.
The energy and ambiguity of the 1950s works were an experiment in a synthesis of style reminiscent
of Jackson Pollock, Roberto Matta and Willem de Kooning. Nelson’s work of this period was
characterized by sharp ideographic edges and primitive and surrealist accents with fundamental
color structure. His canvases depicted compressed forms, overlapping planes and visible brush
strokes defined by their texture and almost three dimensional mosaic of chromatic blocks. Nelson
also experimented in impressionist colorism, fragmenting the picture plane in a dynamic, gestural
style. These works were unprecedented, putting Nelson ahead of his abstract contemporaries, and
served as the first indications of the maturity of his talent.
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Abstract, 1956
oil on canvas
25 x 30 inches
wfg © 134040

Abstract, 1956
oil on canvas
30 3/4 x 32 inches
wfg © 134041

1960s
Nelson’s works from the 1960s are characterized by two distinct, and opposite, styles: the
rejection of Pop Art and the Vietnam War, and floral color abstractions. This period of works are
characterized by splashes of paint and line and a collage technique which incorporated prints and
photographs.
In 1963, Nelson married Alma Neas, a Moore College of Art student. Alma was fascinated with
nature, and her preoccupation became a pivotal part of Nelson’s Colorfields. Alma’s light-dappled
gardens inspired Nelson’s works. Characterized by full color expression, his fluent fields of color
suggest nature, especially fields and grasses. The works recall the circular color forms of Robert
Delaunay, the rhythmic buildup and direction of Vincent Van Gogh, and are reminiscent of
Claude Monet’s garden theme. These floral color abstractions express the ease and confidence of
Nelson’s work.
Image: Nelson in his studio, 1964

Fl o w e r s, 1 9 6 2
oil & acrylic on canvas
22 x 26 1/8 inches
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Sunny Fields, 1963
oil & acrylic on canvas
36 x 40 inches
wfg © 133371

Abstract, 1962
oil on canvas
18 x 22 inches
wfg © 134063

O r a n g e Fl o w e r s, 1 9 6 2
oil & acrylic on canvas
22 x 25 inches
wfg © 133367

Abstract, 1960
oil on canvas
11 x 10 inches
wfg © 134056

Abstract, 1960
oil on canvas
10 1/2 x 7 1/2 inches
wfg © 134058

Abstract Collage, 1967

Abstract Collage, 1967

mixed media on paper board
10 x 10 inches
wfg © 133373

mixed media on paper board
11 1/4 x 9 1/4 inches
wfg © 133372

1970s

During the 1970s, Nelson’s works grew ever more gripping and ambitious as he played with
containment and distance. His pointillist strokes abstracted the flowering nature of his subject.
The works often became divided by luminous bands of light and dark, mimicking the sun rising
and sinking. This development in Nelson’s oeuvre summarizes important aspects of the Colorfield
abstraction genre, characterized by rich tonalities and active patterned surfaces. Nelson shows
concern with the landscape of feeling, doing away with foreground and perspective, but still
capturing the representation of fields, earth, vegetation and sky.

Love Song , 1979
oil & acrylic on canvas
36 1/4 x 48 inches
wfg © 133390

Fugue for Strings, 1979
oil & acrylic on canvas
50 x 60 inches
wfg © 137927

Unknown Jour ney, 1979
oil & acrylic on canvas
48 x 60 inches
wfg © 133403

Song of the Sun, 1979
oil & acrylic on canvas
60 x 78 inches
wfg © 133397

Fr o m M e w i t h L o v e , 1 9 7 9
oil & acrylic on canvas
50 x 60 1/2 inches
wfg © 133402

1980s
In 1985, the Nelsons moved from Philadelphia into their last, permanent home in Berwyn, PA,
building a new studio with a north skylight in a generous space attached to his home. In the words
of his spouse: “The size of the studio was determined by the distance he needed to walk back for a
proper viewing distance to survey his paintings propped up against the north wall of the house. He
was very pleased with the results, and his friends insisted that he behaved as if he had personally
invented light from the way he raved about his studio light.”
The 1980s marked the maturation and mastery of Nelson’s Colorfields. The late paintings
increasingly reveal his personality during this final, triumphant outpouring of brilliant and moving
visual statements. The palette of these large scale paintings are rich and intense, with facets of
light and shade. The landscapes he depicts are non-referential imagery. They do not depict actual
landscapes like Claude Monet’s Giverny gardens and cloud reflections, or the defined forms of
Paul Cézanne’s nature paintings; yet they suggest the random movement of clouds and the moving
stems of slender grasses and whispering breezes.
Nelson’s work drew from Impressionist methods, using separate, discernible brush strokes and
pure unblended colors; yet feels bound to the abstraction of Wassily Kandinsky and Piet Mondrian
in their radically new modernist values.

# 1 4 S a s h a ’s R u n , # 2 ,
1986-87
oil & acrylic on canvas
60 x 50 inches

Color Abstraction, 1983
oil & acrylic on canvas
66 x 56 1/4 inches
wfg © 133439

The Space of Time, 1982-83
oil & acrylic on canvas
72 x 60 inches
wfg © 133449

Color Abstraction, 1988-89
oil & acrylic on canvas
46 x 50 inches
wfg © 133415

Mor e Galler y, 86 #2, 1985-86
oil & acrylic on canvas
50 1/4 x 44 inches
wfg © 133425

#11 Br yn Mawr, 1987-88
oil & acrylic on canvas
50 x 46 inches
wfg © 133428

Color Abstraction, 1988-89
oil & acrylic on canvas
50 1/4 x 46 inches
wfg © 133416

#3C, 1989
oil & acrylic on canvas
56 x 60 inches
wfg © 133433

1990s
One critic described Nelson’s paintings as “a virtuoso treatment of shimmering light and painterly
purity rendered in oil,” while another noted “The presence of light is intuitively felt as a moving
force rather than an actuality.” Nelson’s final works display a rare mastery of color, not easily
duplicated or found elsewhere, a highly sophisticated sense of color which Nelson perfected.
Nelson continued painting until his death in 1993. Nelson expressed a strong personal pride in his
role as an avante-garde force in art education and in his ongoing willingness to cross conventional
boundaries, whether in his personal studio work, or in his interdisciplinary approaches and public
projects.
In his final years, Nelson mostly produced small paintings which he produced with a surprising
abandon. These works are invariably balanced by opposing forces and centered in a unified
chromatic field. The sense of balance and space give them a mode of indefinable, architectonic
power.
In one of his last press interviews, Nelson declared, “I must totally be the painting, and the
painting must be me... Most people refer to my work as abstract. Many call is expressionistic, and
some say it’s impressionistic. I don’t call it anything except painting. It doesn’t interest me in the
least whether someone calls me an abstractionist or an impressionist. I hope that what they call
me is Leonard Nelson.”
Image: Nelson with Alma Neas, ca. 1985

Untitled Diptych, 1991
oil & acrylic on canvas
54 1/2 x 100 inches
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Color Abstraction, 1993
oil & acrylic on canvas
50 x 46 inches
wfg © 135447

Color Abstraction 1992-93
oil & acrylic on canvas
50 x 48 inches
wfg © 135446

Color Abstraction, 1991-92
oil & acrylic on canvas
50 x 46 inches
wfg © 135445

Color Abstraction, 1991-93
oil & acrylic on canvas
54 x 50 inches
wfg © 135443

Color Abstraction, 1991 - 92
oil & acrylic on canvas
48 x 52 1/4 inches
wfg © 135413

Rock, 1990-91
oil & acrylic on canvas
50 x 54 inches
wfg © 135432

Color Abstraction, 1989-92
oil & acrylic on canvas
50 x 46 inches
wfg © 135414

Color Abstraction, 1990
oil & acrylic on canvas
48 x 52 inches
wfg © 135420

Ragtime, 1990-92
oil & acrylic on canvas
50 1/4 x 60 1/4 inches
wfg © 135427

Color Abstraction, 1990 - 91
oil & acrylic on canvas
46 x 50 inches
wfg © 135415

2 + 2 = 5, 1990-92
oil & acrylic on canvas
50 x 54 inches
wfg © 135425

Color Abstraction, 1992-93

Color Abstraction, 1992-93

oil & acrylic on canvas
12 x 14 1/4 inches
wfg © 135501

oil & acrylic on canvas
12 x 15 1/4 inches
wfg © 135500

Color Abstraction, 1992-93

Color Abstraction, 1992-93

oil & acrylic on canvas
15 x 16 3/4 inches
wfg © 135499

oil & acrylic on canvas
12 1/4 x 16 inches
wfg © 135498

Color Abstraction, 1992-93

Color Abstraction, 1992-93

oil & acrylic on canvas
12 x 12 inches
wfg © 135503

oil & acrylic on canvas
16 x 14 inches
wfg © 135497

Color Abstraction, 1992-93

Color Abstraction, 1992-93

oil & acrylic on canvas
20 x 19 inches
wfg © 135462

oil & acrylic on canvas
15 1/2 x 12 1/4 inches
wfg © 135493

Leonard Nelson
A Selected Chronology
(1960 - 1980)

1912

Born Leonard Louis Nelson in Camden, New Jersey on March 5,
the youngest of three children. His father owns three adjacent retail
establishments: a furniture store and dress and jewelery shops.

1928 His mother, Anna Bryen Nelson dies at age 40. Six weeks later, his
father, Morris Nelson dies at age 42. The three children lived on a
trust fund, occupying a succession of homes owned by the estate.
1929 The children’s assets are exhausted by the bank to cover its own
institutional losses in the financial crash.
1932 Enrolls at Auburn University in Alabama and joins ROTC;
attends classes for a brief time.
1936 Without a portfolio or any formal experience in painting or drawing,
Nelson talks his way into a six-month scholarship at the Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts in Philadelphia, with the proviso that he must
create passing work, or he will leave, take a job and repay his tuition in
full. At the end of the half-year trial period of study, the faculty voted
to extend his scholarship. His primary mentor, Henry McCarter, a
teacher in the course “Understanding Art and Modern Painting,”
supports and encourages his students to explore more progressive
styles and techniques and leaves a lasting impression on Nelson.
1939 Receives a Cresson Traveling Fellowship from the Pennsylvania
Academy: visits Poland, Estonia, Latvia, the Netherlands,
France and Italy. While crossing through Poland, the Gestapo
forcibly remove him from his train, holding him hostage for
a day as they rifle through his belongings and rough him up.
Returns to the Academy for another year and studies at the Barnes
Foundation in Merion, Pennsylvania, absorbing the loose brushwork
and luminosity of Monet; Cezanne’s near-abstraction and color
structure; and European Post-Impressionists’ use of strokes of
pure color. He meets and becomes quite friendly with Dr. Barnes.
1942 Enters the Army on August 8. Paints murals and drawings of
medical procedures for the Red Cross. Creates portraits of the
officers and murals for their club. Always engaged in painting
projects, he arranges exhibitions and teaches art. For a WPA
project he creates caricatures of Hitler, Mussolini and Hirohito for
use on 100 containers placed around Philadelphia for collection
of scrap metal and other vital materials for the war effort.
- Palumbo-Rothfeld Gallery, NY [group show]
- Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, PA: 40th Annual Exhibition
of Watercolors and Prints [group show]
- Philip Ragan Associates, Philadelphia, PA: Reactions to the War [group show]
- The Print Club, Philadelphia, PA: Annual Exhibition [group show]

1943 Receives an Honorable Discharge from the Army, resuming his postacademic career full-time.
- Philip Ragan Associates, Philadelphia: Paintings by 4 Soldiers

[group

show]

1944 Meets Peggy Guggenheim at her New York gallery: Art of This Century
- Dubin Gallery, Philadelphia, PA: [solo show]
- The Print Club, Philadelphia, PA: Annual Exhibition

[group

show]

1945 - The Print Club, Philadelphia, PA: Annual Exhibition [group show]
- Philip Ragan Associates, Philadelphia, PA: Water Color, Sketches
and Drawings [group show]
- Mortimer Brandt Gallery, NY: Christmas Group Show [group show]
1946 The Vanguard Group of leading international printmakers,
formed in 1945, includes Stanley William Hayter, famous
for his legendary New York teaching studio, Atelier 17.
-

Betty Parsons Gallery, NY: Christmas Show [group show]
The Brooklyn Museum, NY: Vanguard Print Exhibition [group show]
The Print Club, Philadelphia, PA: Annual Exhibition [group show]
The Print Club, Philadelphia, PA: Leonard Nelson [solo show]

1947 Returns to Philadelphia from three-year residence in New
York; finds New York living too social and distracting. For
Nelson, Philadelphia is the “perfect place” for an artist.
- The Art Institute of Chicago, IL: 58th Annual American Artists
Exhibition [group show]
- The Brooklyn Museum, NY: 1st National Print Annual Exhibition
[group show]

1948 Leaves Betty Parsons Gallery when she appears to challenge his
creative freedom. Teaches at the Philadelphia Museum of Art.
- Billy Krechmer’s Jam Session, Philadelphia, PA: 3 Jazz Murals [group show]
- The Print Club, Philadelphia, PA: Annual Exhibition [group show]
- The Print Club, Philadelphia: 22nd Annual Woodcut and Wood
Engraving Exhibition [group show] - awarded purchase prize for
Dance for Midzimue
- Seattle Art Museum, WA: 20th Annual Exhibition of Northwest
Printmaking [group show]
1949 - Chestnut Hill Gallery, Philadelphia: Four Person Exhibit [group show]
- Friends Central Country Day School, PA: 80th Annual Contemporary
Philadelphia Artists Exhibition [group show]
- Moore College of Art Print Club, PA: Faculty/Student Exhibit [group show]
- Museum of Modern Art, NY: Carnival [group show]
- Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, PA: Annual Exhibition of
Painting and Sculpture [group show]
- Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, PA: Annual Philadelphia
Watercolor Invitational [group show]
- Peridot Gallery, NY: Leonard Nelson [solo show]
- The Philadelphia Art Alliance, PA: Self-Portrait Exhibition [group show]
- The Print Club, Philadelphia, PA: Annual Exhibition [group show]

1950 - The Print Club, Philadelphia, PA: Annual Exhibition [group show]
- Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, PA: Fellowship Annual
Exhibition [group show]
- Le Centre D’Art, Haiti: Leonard Nelson [solo show]
- George Binet Gallery, NY: American Color Woodcuts [group show]
- Billy Krechmer’s Jam Session, PA: Leonard Nelson and Bill Loos [group show]
1951

Nelson becomes an Instructor then Associate Professor at the
Moore Institute of Science & Industry. In May, the Philadelphia
Museum of Art purchases Nelson’s Female Form from the Print
Club, and in September Nelson joins the faculty of Moore
College of Art, teaching Two-Dimensional Design, Advanced
Design; and Graphics (woodblock, silkscreen and metal plate)
- George Binet Gallery, NY: American Color Woodcuts [group show]
- Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, PA: Annual Exhibition of
Painting and Sculpture [group show]
- Philadelphia Art Alliance, PA: Experimental Techniques Exhibition [group show]

1952 - Dubin Gallery, PA [solo show]
- Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, PA: Annual Exhibition of
Painting and Sculpture [group show]
- Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, PA: Annual Philadelphia
Watercolor Invitational [group show]
1953 - Dubin Gallery, PA [solo show]
- Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, PA: Annual Exhibition of
Painting and Sculpture [group show]

1959 - The Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, DC: 26th Biennial
Exhibition of Contemporary American Painting [group show]
- Newman Contemporary Art Gallery, Philadelphia, PA: Leonard
Nelson [solo show]
- NONAGON, NY: Three Painters [group show]
- Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, PA: Annual Exhibition of
Painting and Sculpture [group show]
- Philadelphia Museum of Art, PA: 2nd Philadelphia Art Festival
Exhibition [group show]
1961

- Atelier Chapina Kalhey, Dallas, Texas: An Exhibition of Philadelphia
Painters [group show]
- Newman Contemporary Art Gallery: Leonard Nelson [solo show]
- Atelier Chapina Kalhey, Dallas, Texas: An Exhibition of
Philadelphia Painters [group show]

1962 Alma Neas and Nelson travel to Europe on an extensive
trip together visiting London, Paris, Berlin, Madrid,
Barcelona, Rome, Athens, Israel, Istanbul and Vienna.
- Lehigh University, Pennsylvania, PA: Leonard Nelson and Victor Liu
[group show]

1963 Nelson marries Alma Neas, a former Moore student. They move
into the old Ukrainian-American Clubhouse in Philadelphia, where
they will remain until 1985.
- Newman Contemporary Art Gallery: Leonard Nelson [solo show]

1954 Full Professor at the Philadelphia School of Design for Women,
1954-1956
- Hugo Gallery, NY: Leonard Nelson [solo show] - show reviewed
in New York Times by Stuart Preston
- Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, PA: Annual Exhibition of
Painting and Sculpture [group show]

1965 - Philadelphia Art Alliance, PA: 50th Anniversary Regional Oil Painting [group show]

1968 - Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, PA: Annual Exhibition of
Painting and Sculpture [group show]
- Wanamaker’s, Philadelphia, PA: Leonard Nelson [solo show]

1955 - Dubin Gallery, PA [solo show]
1956 - Dubin Gallery, PA [solo show]
- Friends Country Day School, PA: Annual Exhibition of Philadelphia
Artists [group show]
- Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, PA: Fellowship Annual
Exhibition [group show]
1957 - Bryn Mawr Art Center, Philadelphia, PA: Four Contemporary
Artists [group show]
- Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, PA: Fellowship Annual
Exhibition [group show]
1958 - Philadelphia Art Alliance, PA: Paintings and Sculpture by Leonard
Nelson [solo show]

1969 Nelson is appointed Director of Moore College of Art in Florence.

1971

- Provident National Bank, Philadelphia, PA: Roger Clough and Leonard
Nelson [group show]
- Wanamaker’s, Philadelphia: Art for Heart [group show]

1974 Nelson suffers a heart attack. After his recovery, he continues to
paint vigorously and resumes his regularly scheduled exhibitions at
various Philadelphia art galleries.
1976 - Moore College of Art: Leonard Nelson (1936-1976) Retrospective
Exhibition [solo show]

1978 - Gross McCleaf Gallery, Philadelphia, PA: Leonard Nelson [solo show]
- Gross McCleaf Gallery, Philadelphia, PA: Light in August [group show]
1979 - Gross McCleaf Gallery, Philadelphia, PA: Leonard Nelson [solo show]

1997 - Susan Teller Gallery, NY - Shall We Dance [solo show]
2001 - Gratz Gallery, New Hope, PA: Leonard Nelson [solo show]
- Thomas McCormick Gallery, Chicago: Surrealism an American
Attitude [group show]
2002 - Thomas McCormick Gallery, Chicago: The Kitchen Sink [group show]

1980 - Associated American Artists, Philadelphia, PA: Philadelphia
Connections (1880-1950) [group show]
- Gross McCleaf Gallery, Philadelphia, PA: Leonard Nelson [solo show]
		
1981

- Butcher and More Gallery, Philadelphia, PA: Leonard Nelson [solo show]

1982 - Southern Alleghenies Museum of Art, Loretto, PA: Philadelphia
Invitational Painting Exhibition [group show]
- The Woodmere Art Gallery, Philadelphia, PA: And Paint [group show]

2003 - Marsha Child Contemporary, Princeton, NJ: Leonard Nelson, A
Life in Art [solo show]
- Montgomery Center for the Arts, Princeton, NJ: Leonard Nelson,
A Life in Art [solo show]
- Susan Teller Gallery, NY - The Great American Woodcut [solo show]
- Thomas McCormick Gallery, Chicago: The New York School and
Beyond, Might Small [group show]
2006 - Sidney Mishkin Gallery, Baruch College, NY: Encore Five Abstract
Expressionists [group show]

1983 - Moore Gallery, Philadelphia: Leonard Nelson [solo show]
2010 - Wally Findlay Galleries, Palm Beach, FL - Three Decades of
Masterworks [solo show]
1984 - Moore Gallery, Philadelphia: Leonard Nelson [solo show]
2011
1985 The Nelsons move from Philadelphia into their last home in
Berwyn, Pennsylvania. Nelson builds a new attached studio
with a north skylight. Alma recalls: “The size of the studio was
determined by the distance he needed to walk back for a proper
viewing to survey his paintings propped up against the north
wall…He was very pleased with the results, and his friends
insisted that he behaved as if he had personally invented light…”
- Centre International D’Art Contemporain, Paris: Annual
International Exhibition [group show]
- Moore Gallery, Philadelphia, PA: Leonard Nelson [solo show]

- Wally Findlay Galleries, Palm Beach, FL - Abstract 3 [group show]

2012 - Wally Findlay Galleries, Palm Beach, FL - A Mid 20th Century
Abstract Experience [solo show]
2014 - Wally Findlay Galleries, Palm Beach, FL - Colorfields [solo show]
- Wally Findlay Galleries, NY - Colorfields [solo show]
- Wally Findlay Galleries, Palm Beach, FL - 20th Century Colorfield Masters
[group show]

2015 - Wally Findlay Galleries, Palm Beach, FL - Summer Exhibition [group show]
1986-90 - Moore Gallery, Philadelphia, PA: Leonard Nelson [solo show]
1992 - Moore Gallery, Philadelphia, PA: Leonard Nelson [solo show]
1993 Leonard Nelson dies on November 23.
1995 - Susan Teller Gallery, NY - Contemporary Cubism
American Prints [group show]
1996 - Susan Teller Gallery, NY - Leonard Nelson [solo show]

Selected Public Collections
- Brooklyn Museum
- Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.
- Dallas Museum of Art
- Museum of Modern Art, New York
- Philadelphia Museum of Art
- Portland Art Museum, Maine
- San Francisco Museum of Modern Art
- Walker Art Center, Minneapolis
Recent Publications
- American Abstract Expressionism of the 1950’s,
Ed. by Marika Herskovic, New York School Press, 2003
- Leonard Nelson by Sam Hunter, Rizzoli, 2001

The Ivor y Tow er, 1939
Colorfield Partners, Rosemont, PA

“His first mature painting, The Ivory Tower, 1939, is a more expressive and vehement example on the road to more daring
explorations, linked to the social turbulence of the post-Depression and pre-war years in America. It reveals an anecdotal
mix that unites a homegrown regionalism with nightmarishly expressive form and violent color. This bold, cautionary
visual statement underscore his desire for an absolute, experimental freedom drawn from many sources, and, on the
other side of the coin, it proclaims Nelson’s spirited rejection of prevailing authority.” - Sam Hunter, Leonard Nelson
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